On-Demand WMS
M.Tag is the lightweight, low-cost, easy-to-deploy warehouse and
inventory management solution for bulk and lower-volume operations.

A cloud WMS built to deliver low-touch warehouse management.
When there’s not the time, budget, or need for larger, more rigid solutions, M.Tag is a flexible WMS providing the locationlevel information needed to run your operation while sharing key data with ERPs and other systems. If you never needed
a WMS before now or you’ve been running the operation from a spreadsheet for years, this is the right-fit solution.
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A WMS that provides the guardrails without the straightjacket.

•

Easy to Implement
No complex configuration or excessive rules to define.

•

Quick to Start
Stand up in a week to track inventory; 4-6 weeks with
basic integrations, including onboarding and training.

•

Easy to Integrate
Ability to decouple integration logic to deploy
with broad flexibility.

•

Advanced Visibility
Full analytics and reporting at the site level,
including custom dashboards.
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•

No Hardware Requirement
Mobile-first screens run on your devices, with
no specific RF gun needed.

•

Additional Features
Includes processes not typically found in
Tier 1 WMS, like Returns Processing, Outbound
Shipment Audit, and Inbound Dock Management.
(M.Tag also works as an add-on to handle
tasks a large WMS doesn’t do well.)
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Simple to use and get started. Create
locations and items, and you can start
receiving, tracking, and shipping inventory.

Real-time analytics and comprehensive
reporting provide a clear picture of what's
happening and how to optimize operations.

Handle multiple facilities on one system,
with detailed user authorizations around
who has access to what data.

Track your inventory down to the storage
bin location across multiple facilities, and
act on it without leaving the screen.

Track who is doing what, when, and
where through extensive inventory history
tracking, which is enabled to snapshot
the location before any changes.

Flexible item and inventory attributes allow
for advanced configuration and inventory
data capture.

MacGregor Partners is a leading warehouse technology company,
providing expertise and software to the world’s top companies.
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